Without Prejudice

TO: Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull MP  16 March 2018
    Attorney General Christian Porter MP
    Opposition Leader Bill Shorten MP

Please see the response to the Queensland Premier (under) following your ‘please-explain’; which did not have the dignity, civility or decency to show who, what title, what authority authorized and sent this trite communiqué. As with the Northern Territory government and its Royal Commission you called (over its authority) into youth abuse at Northern Territory's Don Dale detention centre, States repeatedly show they CANNOT be trusted to manage human health matters at any level at all.

These psychiatrists issue inestimable FORCED psychiatric diagnoses annually (eight to ten thousand in Victoria alone), ALL of their diagnoses are globally thoroughly questioned as utterly bogus; Britain's Division of Clinical Psychology is calling for the abandonment of psychiatric diagnosis.

The annual damage by psychiatrists is very measurable, $60BILLION per annum and a horrific 78,000 to 80,000 deaths annually!

This is why as an AEC Endorsed 2016 and standing 2019 Independent Senate Candidate I call upon you to you to immediately call a Royal Commission into this pandemic horror.

My earlier communiques show I wish to immediately submit evidence of Garth Daniels who has been brought near to death by massive amounts of electro-shock and massive loads of psychotropic neurotoxin drugs. I await this opportunity and the lawful discovery process that will (we believe) reveal massive revenue earning malpractice, negligence, criminal negligence and cover up in inter alia:
Forced Electro-Shock
Forced Excessive Drugging
Forced Human Experimentation
Forced Drugs Research

I am delighted to advise you after a long, harrowing fifteen month fight against psychiatry, I proudly show you the face of love and kindness fought in the face of the brutality of psychiatry which has the power to issue (and does daily issue) thoroughly bogus, fraudulent diagnoses that KILL and DESTROY vulnerable people and their families.

Ann Said (shown under) was also a vulnerable person trapped, harmed, deeply traumatized and threatened by thoroughly bogus, fraudulent diagnosis of dementia (INSANITY) that we fought and overturned in VCAT, the details are shown in the Royal Commission Call and suggested Terms Of reference.

Today we share and celebrate a great result for Ann and fighting the horrific EVIL psychiatrists that whimsically gave Ann a bogus, fraudulent, vilest ‘dementia’ (insanity) diagnosis!! It was a LIE!

We fought a long, hard 15 month journey, through VCAT, Western Health, and the courts and we won back Ann’s license her cards, control of her life back; and she now today bought her beautiful new home!!

Ann is thrilled to have full control of her life back after it was almost destroyed by psychiatrists and here is the happy celebration today!

These horrific cases are happening daily in ALL state psychiatric institutions and tragically Ann Said’s is IDENTICAL to the tragic 4 Corners Expose on vulnerable Gwyneth Jones where a thoroughly bogus, fraudulent diagnosis of dementia (INSANITY) was issued and Gwyneth was FORCED into lockup and FORCE injected with lethal, psychotropic neurotoxins by psychiatrists!

This psychiatrist-caused death and morbidity in our Australian community is at pandemic levels never seen in human history and I will personally submit evidence into the Garth Daniels, Ann Said and Gwyneth Jones cases and HUNDREDS more.
I work daily, seven days a week PRO BONO to save the vulnerable souls from psychiatrist’s brutality. The death and destruction I see is horrifying.

In anticipation of an opportunity to present evidence and call witnesses and seek files in the discovery process now hidden from view by psychiatrists classifying them ‘FOI-EXEMPT’.

16 March 2017

Glenn Floyd
UN Reporter/Family Advocate
84 Albert Street Seddon 3011 Victoria Australia
E: floydaubrey@bigpond.com
Cell: +61 (0)407 861 056
http://www.glennfloyd.org/
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From: Glenn Floyd [mailto:glenn@reachers.org]
Sent: Wednesday, 14 March 2018 7:04 PM
To: 'The.Premier@premiers.qld.gov.au' <The.Premier@premiers.qld.gov.au>; 'Porter, Christian (MP)' <Christian.Porter.MP@aph.gov.au>; 'Hunt, Greg (MP)' <Greg.Hunt.MP@aph.gov.au>; 'Shorten, Bill (MP)' <Bill.Shorten.MP@aph.gov.au>; 'Turnbull, Malcolm (MP)' <Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au>; 'pminvites@pmc.gov.au' <pminvites@pmc.gov.au>
Cc: VARIOUS MEDIA-LAW ET AL

Dear Office of the Premier Queensland,

Dear Office of Premier, thank you; however I did not (as you say under), write to the Premier. Please see the (13 March 2018 attached) updated report to The Prime Minister, the Honourable Malcolm Turnbull MP, which now has revised Terms Of Reference.
As with the vilest institutional brutality exposed in The Royal Commission into the Protection and Detention of Children in the Northern Territory, the State was directly ‘overridden’ for a Royal Commission by the PM because the level of brutal violence was life-threatening and would have continued if the PM had not intervened. This is our view of the alleged brutal treatment of Garth Daniels now and psychiatrist damage in our community far exceeds this.

States abuse their own legal statutes daily, to not only perpetrate violence but to cover it up; Australia is a ‘ratified’ signatory to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) and every action against Garth Daniels taken by psychiatrists of Melbourne and Queensland now violates this fundamental honoured obligations to this human rights treaty. In fact The Chelmsford Royal Commission in its 4000-page report stated “the psychiatric profession cannot be relied on to keep its own house in order without some investigative mechanism to take up matters which may involve practitioners departing from proper practice”. The harms of psychiatry are demonstrably shown as costing $60Billion per annum and now kills at least 80,000 Australians annually.

We have formed a global group ‘Global-Professionals Supporting Australian Psychiatric Abuses Royal Commission’ (GPSAPAC) and we are delighted to advise that, Tina Minkowitz Center for the Human Rights of Users and Survivors of Psychiatry et al is also an ‘Eminent-Persons’ signatory supporter having made inputs to the recommended Terms Of Reference for our requested Royal Commission. Ms Minkowitz is an amicus curiae to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights case that ordered Australia to cease and desist its brutal psychiatrist treatment of Garth Daniels in Melbourne. There is major growing alarm from professionals in Australia and abroad who strongly support the call for an Australian Royal Commission and decry the mammoth deaths and pandemic morbidity psychiatrists cause.

Please do not reply to me with further contacts in any way, our movement is SOLELY pressing for a Federal Royal Commission and your responsibility in this matter lies solely to the Prime Minister.

CC’s: Porter, Christian (MP) <Christian.Porter.MP@aph.gov.au>; Hunt, Greg (MP) <Greg.Hunt.MP@aph.gov.au>; Shorten, Bill (MP) <Bill.Shorten.MP@aph.gov.au>; Turnbull, Malcolm (MP) <Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au>; pminvites@pmc.gov.au. Please note and use this email address from now on all matters relating to your response to our call for an Australian Psychiatric Abuses Royal Commission. We are Committed To Women’s And Girls’ Self-Empowerment and they are by far the most injured in our society by psychiatrists.
Dear Mr Floyd

The Prime Minister, the Honourable Malcolm Turnbull MP, has referred your letter of 6 March 2018 regarding your call for a Royal Commission into the Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital and the Prince Charles Hospital, to the Premier for a response. I have been requested to reply to you on behalf of the Premier and Minister for Trade.

As the issue you have raised falls within the responsibility of the Honourable Dr Steven Miles MP, Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services, I have taken the liberty of forwarding your email to his office for consideration.

Again, thank you for taking the time to write to the Premier.

Yours sincerely

Office of the Premier
Without Prejudice

TO: Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull MP
Attorney General Christian Porter MP
Opposition Leader Bill Shorten MP

13 March 2018

As an AEC Endorsed 2016 and standing 2019 Independent Senate Candidate and my (Tuesday, 6 March 2018 5:27 PM) call to you for a Royal Commission, I hereby suggest Royal Commission Terms of reference and also now refer to the specific evidence to be presented initially on major harms alleged perpetrated upon inter alia Garth Jason Daniels by management and staff of:

- Brisbane and Women’s Hospital and the Prince Charles Hospital Brisbane, Eastern Health, Monash Health Corporations Melbourne management and psychiatric staff and;

- Harms perpetrated upon Ann Said by Western Health Corporation management and psychiatric staff.

I lay out the case for a Royal Commission on these specific destructive harms caused, as they are going on identically under ALL state mental health acts, where Victoria alone issues 10,000 FORCED psychiatric treatment orders per annum, in the majority of cases to persons where the whimsical unsupported psychiatric diagnoses are blatantly fraudulent.

Viz.
The draconian case of Ann Said VCAT G79860 - was Heard-Ruled in Ann’s favor 2 August 2017 (and is shown under) and I now demonstrate the alleged perpetration of violence being perpetrated upon Garth Jason Daniels that has now brought Garth to a state where his family and several Australian and international psychiatrists declare Garth is both fraudulently diagnosed, and where the treating team are alleged as “out of control” and will kill Garth with this brutal treatment regime.
Garth’s tragic history:

- Garth in his mid-twenties had a marijuana incident where he simply overdosed and neighbors called and had Garth admitted and he was placed on a FORCED psychiatric order of lethal psychotropic neurotoxin hospital prescribed drugs which had an IMMEDIATE devastating impact upon his physical health and emotional state.

- The psychiatric staff made continuous fraudulent diagnoses of schizophrenia (which DOES NOT EXIST IN MEDICINE) and kept Garth continually injected and under FORCED drug orders which endlessly upped the dosages. The severity of his symptoms increased dramatically and deteriorating health substantially collapsed under these forced toxic psychiatrist drug orders.

- The fraudulent diagnoses were endlessly continued by ALL psychiatrists because of these iatrogenic (doctor-caused) drugs impact symptoms

- The drugs were endlessly utterly ‘whimsically’ issued with multiple crossovers and contradictory prescribing’s by certain staff we say places Garth’s life at gravest risk. There are 2016 and 207 audio recordings of these grave high-risk prescribing failures to be submitted in evidence

- There are audio recordings of multiple direct ‘calls-out’ by non-professional medically trained staff of the dangers of risks from these inappropriate prescribing’s and the IMMEDIATE cessation of these drugs took place because of these calls-out; which prima facie may represent gross medical and criminal negligence

- Garth has had the utterly FRAUDULENT diagnosis of ‘treatment-resistant-schizophrenia’ which DOES NOT EXIST and both Japan and Korea have banned this fraudulent diagnosis.

- Of gravest concern here, for ANY psychiatrist fraudulently diagnosing fraudulent ‘treatment-resistant-schizophrenia’ this is an admission ALL the drugs forced upon the person FAIL and to continually push lethal toxic neurotoxins (and up to nine at once) after admitting they do not work; is medical, moral, ethical criminal negligence.
There exists (Prima Facie if the evidence presented is correct) acts for unlawful commercial gains in conducting ‘Research Without Consent’ also involving ‘Forced Human Experimentation’ against Garth involuntarily held (after admitting himself voluntarily for temporary respite care). We say the conducting of this commercially financially structured ‘Research-Without-Consent’ is coerced revenue earning slavery under the Commonwealth Criminal Code which must be investigated.

This appears blatant major commercially fully financially rewarded/remunerated activity. The major revenues are to drug companies for continued endless drugs prescribing and the mammoth revenue earning from highly profitable saleable drugs-research products of data on impacts of these neurotoxins continually pushed for money. The bogus concocted diagnosis of ‘treatment-resistant-schizophrenia’ is the mainstay of fraudulent psychiatrists earning massive revenues from this fraudulent racketeering.

There is worldwide consternation Garth was horrifically force electro-shocked over 115 times in Melbourne when the recommended safe level is 12, a massive damaging gran-mal seizure of the brain causing total amnesia and destruction of precious life memories. Furthermore psychiatrist Cidoni of Monash Health bragged in VCAT he would continue electro shocking Garth until he commenced taking the Clozapine drug that he was warned could NOT be tolerated by Garth’s mixed African blood type. The family believes this is the most brutal criminal blackmail and the treatment was so brutal the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) demanded Australia IMMEDIATELY ‘cease and desist’ this violent act pending full UN investigations.

Prince Charles hospital staff were also warned Clozapine drug could NOT be tolerated by Garth’s mixed African blood type (or Asian blood types as the manufacturers warn) and they deliberately ignored these continual warnings. The impact was so life-threateningly severe the cardiologist ORDERED this lethal Clozapine to be ceased because of the damage it was doing to garth’s heart (as the family repeatedly forewarned).

Garth is now at death’s door due to his endless FORCED drugging for which the family and supporters believe is done SOLELY by psychiatrists to trap endless patients into in this massive $60BILLION money making fraudulent racketeering and it MUST be examined under a Royal Commission as the massive 80,000 Australian per annum death rate from psychiatrist-pushed neurotoxins is far worse than ANY pandemic disease such as flue, measles, rubella or even Ebola.
• ALL the forced treatments against Garth Daniels are a direct violation of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (which Australia has ratified) and Garth Daniels now suffers massive psycho-social disabilities solely caused by forced electro-shock and lethal toxic neurotoxic drugs that he should never have had and for a concocted mental illness he does not have (Prima Facie if the evidence presented is correct) by a coterie of potentially criminally negligent psychiatrists.

• The most salient horror of thus 20 year vile drug-pushing into Garth Daniels is these psychiatrists have NEVER at ANY time placed Garth on a full detox and rehabilitation plan of total neurotoxin withdrawals that EVERY person is recommended to join when taking any severe similar toxic drugs such as cocaine, ICE, heroin, alcohol etc.

• There is a medical, moral and ethical obligation for anybody suffering ANY major blood toxins overload to be fully detoxed this way. NO OTHER branch of ‘real medicine’ EVER forces more and more and endless continuing toxic drugs without full detoxification trials. This ENDLESS neurotoxin drug pushing is criminal negligence causing death.

Royal Commission Terms of Reference:

On the advice of the Federal Executive Council and under the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Royal Commissions Act 1902 and every other enabling power, appoint there to be a Commission of inquiry, and require and authorise appropriate appointed parties, to inquire into institutional responses to allegations and incidents of psychiatric abuses and related matters shown in the mooted Criminal Psychiatric Practices Abolition Act No. 1 of 2019, and in particular, without limiting the scope of such an inquiry, the following matters:

• Provide a report on the total number of psychiatry-related deaths in Australia for the past five to ten years.

• Provide a report on the names of ALL psychiatrists treating those who have died in Australia for the past five to ten years.
• Provide a report on the names of ALL drug companies liaising with ALL those psychiatrists treating those who have died in Australia for the past five to ten years.

• Provide a cluster analysis of all deaths, drug company and treating psychiatrists and institutions showing major incidents of deaths-drugs-psychiatrist correlations

• Call for all individuals, families, impacted parties to give direct evidence of over prescribing, unwarranted, medications

• Call for all individuals, families, impacted parties to give direct evidence of treatments that violate the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)

• Recommend full compliance with Australis’s (absolute already fully ratified) CRPD legal obligations, including an end to institutionalization itself and to any forced hospitalization or deprivation of liberty for reasons of alleged mental health. An absolute end to deprivation of any/all liberty with no conditions whatsoever as a condition of release.

• Recommend full compliance with the mooted 'THE AUSTRALIAN 'CLEAN-BLOOD' ACT', forcing all states to allow all citizens who choose under medical supervision & social supports, to immediately safely detoxify from all high-neurotoxin psychotropic drugs

• Report on what institutions and governments should do to better protect vulnerable persons against psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts in the future;

• Report on what institutions and governments should do to achieve best practice in encouraging the reporting of, and responding to reports or information about, allegations, incidents or risks of psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts;
• Report on what should be done to eliminate or reduce impediments that currently exist for responding appropriately to psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts, including addressing failures in, and impediments to, reporting, investigating and responding to allegations and incidents of psychiatric abuses;

• Report on what institutions and governments should do to address, or alleviate the impact of, past and future psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts, including, in particular, in ensuring justice for victims through the provision of redress by institutions, processes for referral for investigation and prosecution and support services.

• AND direct investigators to make any recommendations arising out of this inquiry that are considered appropriate, including recommendations about any policy, legislative, administrative or structural reforms.

AND, without limiting the scope of the inquiry or the scope of any recommendations arising out of the inquiry that may be considered appropriate, direct authorities, institutions, for the purposes of the inquiry and recommendations, to have regard to the following matters:

• The experience of people directly or indirectly affected by psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts, and the provision of opportunities for them to share their experiences in appropriate ways while recognising that many of them will be severely traumatised or will have special support needs;

• The need to focus the inquiry and recommendations on systemic issues, recognising nevertheless that inquirers will be informed by individual cases (typically of the Garth Daniels and Ann said cases referred) and may need to make referrals to appropriate authorities in individual cases;
• The adequacy and appropriateness of the responses by institutions, and their officials, to reports and information about allegations, incidents or risks of psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts;

• Changes to laws, policies, practices and systems that have improved over time the ability of institutions and governments to better protect against and respond to psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts.

• Recommend an appropriate remedial reparations scheme that addresses the widespread harms that has occurred from psychiatric abuses and related matters in institutional contexts.

13 March 2017

Glenn Floyd
UN Reporter/Family Advocate
84 Albert Street Seddon 3011 Victoria Australia
E: floydaubrey@bigpond.com
Cell: +61 (0)407 861 056
http://www.glennfloyd.org/
Royal Commission Call
With Love and Peace

Glenn
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